
Are you truly thinking of the customer experience holistically? If not, it’s time to innovate your mindset by 
making customers front and center in your Vision, Values, and Customer Service Standards. Let expert and 
educator Debbie Knowlan show you how to approach your customers and fans who demand instant  
gratification.  Debbie brings her “Listen | Respond | Go Beyond: The Playbook on Winning at Service” to 
the market in a comprehensive and interactive certification program. Professional sports teams, airlines 
and hospitality organizations have relied on Debbie for over 20 years and now so can you. Watch and learn 
from Debbie in microlearning sessions, video content, quizzes and more.  Stay on track and get certified in 
less than 3 months.  To tour the Listen | Respond | Go Beyond: The Playbook on Winning at Service or 
receive additional information please email debbie@isbi360.com.

About the Masterclass

 
 
  Engaging Modules: Let Debbie be your virtual guide 
through thought-provoking and entertaining modules. 

  Anytime, Anywhere: Access content anywhere from 
your computer, mobile device, or tablet. 
 
  Pace Yourself: Intuitive user-experience allows you to 
review key lectures, browse upcoming topics, and quiz 
yourself to ensure comprehension 
     
  Data & Analytics: Track progress, highlight areas of 
difficulty and receive valuable insights throughout the 
course.

Valuable Platform Benefits



“Without her no-nonsense approach and  
strong work ethic, the high-touch customer 
service experience that we provided would 

not have been possible.” 
 

M. Lauren Fisher-McBrayer,
Sr. Manager Services, Mercedes-Benz Stadium

VIEW AND REVISIT COURSES JOIN WEBINARS

“Her development of new systems were spot 
on... Her advice is strategic, both from an  

immediate stand-point as well as looking at 
the big picture.” 

Lisa Marquis, Owner, Cut Above Casting  
Services, Inc.“ Text “PRO”  

to 66866 for more  
information

Debbie Knowlan has built some of the most highly regarded customer service experiences in the industry. 
She’s worked with brands such as The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company, the Miami Heat, and the Atlanta  
Falcons, where she developed one of the first dedicated customer service departments within the NFL.  

World-Class Experience


